John deere 4020 history

The was an agricultural tractor model made by John Deere from to It replaced the nearly
identical that had been introduced with Deere's New Generation series in and offered a number
of improvements over the previous model including more horsepower, heavier rear axles, and a
differential lock. The was produced with three engine options: diesel, petrol , and LPG. The
Diesel has a six-cylinder engine tested at 84 drawbar and 91 PTO horsepower. Other options
included dual rear wheels and an enclosed cab with heat and air conditioning. The is significant
for its great popularity; over , units were built. During its production run a few minor changes
were made to the and other tractors of the New Generation series. Some of these improvements
included moving the hydraulic levers from the left side of the dash to a console to the right of
the operator, a narrower oval muffler for improved visibility, and a longer, bent, gear shift lever.
In John Deere introduced the tractor that was based on the It was a high horsepower-to-weight
tractor, designed as a "runner" rather than a "lugger". Using the same engine as the , but being
almost lbs lighter, the could, according to Deere, in the same amount of time, pull a 4-bottom
plow fast enough to cover the same acreage as a pulling a 5-bottom plow. The John Deere was
also an economy tractor, providing the same power as the with fewer features and smaller rear
axles at a lower price. However most buyers opted for the popular and only 7, of the tractors
were built. When John Deere introduced its Generation-II tractors in , the was replaced by the
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Wikimedia Commons. Add links. It featured horsepower numbers that were head and shoulders
above that of the competition. When the series went through its transformation into the 20
series, these improvements were employed. When the diesel was tested in Nebraska in the fall
of , the first of these improvements was on display. Giving the engine an additional. Now
capable of producing over 90 horsepower the diesel continued to stand ahead of its
competition. This additional power did come at a cost, though, as the lost. The with a gasoline
engine was capable of 88 horsepower. This again was seven more than its forerunner, and
suffered the same dip in fuel economy. The LP version of the received an increase in
compression to provide over 90 horsepower, an increase of This engine was an improvement in
both power and economy. Deere had been working for some time on a method that would allow
the operator to shift between transmission speeds without having to stop, slow down, or even
depress the clutch. Deere experimented with a system that allowed speeds to be changed on
the fly. It was an entirely new style of transmission. A single lever was all that was required for
an operator to switch between park, neutral, eight forward speeds, and four reverse speeds.
Eight forward speeds was a small number for tractors built in this period, but Deere felt that
they had chosen these speeds very carefully to match all jobs that a farmer would do. And if
that farmer felt that no speed quite fit the task at hand he could utilize the variable speed engine
and run a bit more efficiently by pulling back on the throttle and slowing the engine a few RPM.
The clutch was no longer necessary to shift the tractor at all. This was handy when attempting
to hook up to implements. The canister fuel filters that were used on the were replaced for the
with a screw-on type of fuel filter. This made servicing the filters much cleaner and quicker. At
serial number in , Deere changed the filter back to a canister type, but of a different sort than
was used with the When starting a tractor in cold weather it is typical to first step on the clutch
to disconnect the engine from the transmission and allow the starter to spin the engine a bit
faster. A equipped with a Power Shift had no real clutch, so there was no easy way to
accomplish this same task. This uncoupled the engine from the transmission and made starting
easier. In order to keep the longevity of the high, the PTO which was used on the had to be
re-engineered to better stand up to the additional engine power. Replacing the flange type PTO
stub shaft was a new and stronger double spline shaft. While this brought the increased
strength that the parts may have needed, it made changing the PTO from to RPM a significantly
greater hassle. It now involved a lot more cleaning and a much greater amount of alacrity was
required to keep the transmission from seeping all of its fluid out of the hole produced by
removing one PTO shaft to install the other. Three body types were available when purchasing a
Row crop, standard, and Hi-Crop tractors were the domestic versions of the tractor, and only
slight changes were made when the tractors were exported. While there was no industrial, an
industrial version of the tractor labeled the was produced. In , Deere decided that the standard
and row crop tractors should be considered the same, and were just equipped with different
options. A fueled by gasoline or LP-gas and not configured as a row crop is almost definitely
rare. The was almost identical in appearance to the The instrument panel was changed to a

more concave shape and the black now extended from the top of the instrument panel down
and below the shift quadrant. Tractors equipped with Power Shift also included transmission
temperature and pressure gauges. The picked right up where its predecessor had left off and
sold very, very well. Waterloo was running at full tilt, with more than 75 tractors built each day.
After a year of producing the , Deere spent a little more time on the engine, refining it a bit to
make it easier to service. A new head was developed for the tractor. The primary difference
between this head and the old one was that it now accepted 9. The smaller nozzles allowed for a
seal to be made more easily between the nozzle and the lines, and undoubtedly saved many
farmers and tractor service men from headaches. This operated a wet clutch via hydraulic
pressure that locked the drive wheels together, forcing them to produce equal power. The
model year tractors included one more change. The first standards had the same fenders that
the tractors wore. For , standard tractors began using a different type of fender that included
headlights in the front. These more closely matched the fenders used on row crop s and the By ,
Deere decided that the could use a bit of a revamping. Tractors built by the other companies
were gaining features and power, and Deere simply wanted to be sure that they remained in the
lead. The primary change that came to the in has come to label the entire generation. Having a
hand- rather than foot-operated clutch meant that the operator could not steer, clutch, and
operate machinery at the same time. Typically this was not a problem, but it did make some
work extremely difficult to accomplish. The New Generation tractors had remedied this problem
with the foot clutch, but times were changing, and the use of multiple pieces of equipment
simultaneously was becoming more popular. Suddenly two levers were required for many more
tasks than before. This writer can remember, when in his younger years, reaching through the
steering wheel of a with his right hand to control the hydraulics when not wanting to let go of
the steering wheel with his left. The console tractors made such awkward maneuvers a thing of
the past. Deere went on to improve the engine block, pistons, rings, and liners on the The air
cleaner had been changed from an oil bath type to a dry type in , and it was updated again in
with a dust unloading valve. The muffler on the tractor was replaced with an oval version. The
intake valve was updated and helped bring more air to the engine. Finally, and probably most
importantly, the electrical system in the console was changed from 24 volt positive ground to 12
volt negative ground. This required that the generator be replaced with an alternator. From their
release, tractors could be ordered with a cab, the first of which were made by Crenlo. One
version for standard tractors without a three-point hitch had the doors in the back, the other, for
row crop tractors, had doors in the front. These all steel cabs had windshield wipers and could
be ordered with heat but not air conditioning. Stolper cabs eventually replaced those made by
Crenlo. These Stolper cabs slanted inward from the midpoint down and included an extended
first step for mounting and dismounting. Deere began purchasing cabs from the Hinson
Company while still buying Stolper cabs. Eventually, though, Deere decided it better to not give
customers the choice of whether or not they wanted to be protected in the case of a roll over,
and the Stolper cabs were dropped. Air conditioning became an option on s equipped with cabs
sometime between and The earliest tractor that we are aware of with factory-installed air
conditioning is serial number , which was built in At least one Waterloo factory document,
however, noted that the option was initially available starting with the model year, which began
in fall of If any readers have a with original air conditioning that is earlier than the
aforementioned serial number we would like to hear about it. The model year also brought
another new option. This convenient feature could be switched on and off on the go, and
offered two settings. In high torque mode the tractor gained a substantial increase in pull for
heavy work. Light torque mode was intended to increase steering control while pulling,
particularly on sloped ground. Another manufacturer had actually beaten Deere to the punch.
Elwood Manufacturing of Elwood, Illinois was in the business of building OEM front axles for
International Harvester, but they also sold front axles for a number of different tractors
including the The company also said that the axle could be removed and switched out for the
original one in about an hour. Deere exported tractors to Europe. The tractor was nearly
identical to the North American row crop version of the tractor, but they sported additional
lights and clamshell fenders. German-built cabs were available for these tractors. Deere also
built a special version of the for Latin American customers. They also were equipped with an
auxiliary fuel filter on the right side. There were only a few years left for the These tractors rolled
all of the successful technology that had gone into making the such a remarkable tractor into a
series that boasted more comfort, and convenience. Parts for tractors are still quite easy to
come by. Deere still sells many parts for the tractors, as do after market suppliers. Some s have
been scrapped and the used part supply is vast. In some cases the original parts are of higher
quality, in others the new version of the part is the way to go, and of course there are some that
are identical. Many older s and their owners would benefit from getting the tractor converted to

the 12 volt system. This is not a difficult project to undertake and will make your tractor much
more reliable. The continues to be the epitome of John Deere tractors. Deere took a great tractor
and made it better when they improved upon the I would be willing to bet that if you polled a
group of owners who use a number of tractors and asked them which they would give up if they
had to, none of them would choose the It is really no wonder that there are books and websites
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designation more deservedly than the It was the most popular tractor of its time, and
modifications during its lifetime kept it ahead. Family farming in the 60's was a changing way of
life. Old values remained, but the farm came to be looked upon as an 'agribusiness'. The was
uniquely suited for such farming operations because i t, too, was "all business". The John
Deere was in production from to It was an era when farmers were doubling up field operations
to achieve economies by reducing the number of trips over their fields. It was an. It was an era
when business farming required improved traction for 'non-stop' farming. And a better method
of attaching dual rear wheels was developed to replace the old system of bolting extra wheels to
the drive wheels mounted on the tractor's axel. The saw two other significant steps in tractor
evolution. The heart of this classic tractor was an equally classic engine with cubic-inch
displacement. Maximum observed horsepower measured at the PTO at 2, engine rpm in official
tests. You must be logged in to post a comment. The John Deere was in production from to It

was an era when farmers were doubling up field operations to achieve economies by reducing
the number of trips over their fields. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Classifieds are now Free! Sell your John Deere farm equipment and memorabilia
here. From time to time, I get an email from a owner or fan who has a question about the serial
number system for the New Generation tractors. Now, I am no expert, but I like playing detective
because it's fun to try and make sense of something I don't understand or know anything about.
And it's a learning experience that I can take and hopefully use to help someone else. So strap
on your thinking caps and lets see if we can make some sense of this. The serial number of any
10 or 20 series New Generation, Waterloo built, tractor represents more than just a serial
number. It indicates the , , , , , or series type. It also identifies the chassis type; row crop,
standard, high crop, row crop utility, industrial, or other designation. Last, but not least, the
serial number was part of this seemingly complicated sequence. A letter suffix was added to
also denote the place of production. The serial number sequence went through some changes,
most of them occurring starting with the production year. Lets start with the system prior to
Prior to , the sequence started with two numbers then a letter. The remaining digits represented
the numbered order of production of the unit which can be used to determine the year of
production. It is interesting to note that a third digit a number indicating the Fuel Type
Production Code explained further below was not added until mid-summer starting with the ,
series, production year. See the example at the end of the page for the 's produced prior to
From on, the sequence started with the letter used as a prefix of "T" which, again indicated
"basic tractor". The letter B would be used to indicate a sub variant such as the model. The third
number indicated the Fuel Type Production Code. The forth digit was a letter that indicated the
Transmission Type Production Code. The letter "P" indicated Power Shift and the letter "R"
indicated Syncro-Range The remaining digits represented the numbered order of production of
the unit which can be used to determine the year of production. See the example at the end of
the page for the 's starting production in The "T" code indicated "basic tractor" and was the
third digit until the Fuel Type Code was added to the sequence for the , model year. It became
the fourth digit in the sequence until when it was moved to the prefix indicating the same "basic
tractor" designation. The Dubuque numbering system is different. Check out this link for the
Dubuque system if you are interested. Courtesy of Brandon Knapp at WeirdDeere. Here are a
couple of miscellaneous notes to add to the above information. A "5" usually indicates an
industrial model. In the case of tractors, however, it indicated the John Deere model which is in
fact the tractor-shaped industrial model. The "industrial" tractor was designated as the JD
Check out a great explanation of the JD by clicking here. Thanks to Brandon Knapp!!! If anyone
disagrees or has other facts that note other than what I've portrayed here, please email me. I
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e any clarification that anyone can offer to help make this as accurate as possible. Now here is
how the serial numbers apply to the specifically. See the chart, following the two examples, for
production year with serial number correlations. In the case of this example, it's the number 2.
The last set of numbers is the actual serial number of the unit. In the case of this example, the
tractor was built in You must be logged in to post a comment. New Generation Tractors Serial
Number Logic if you can call it that The serial number of any 10 or 20 series New Generation,
Waterloo built, tractor represents more than just a serial number. Here are the codes listed for
further reference: The "T" and "B" Code The "T" code indicated "basic tractor" and was the
third digit until the Fuel Type Code was added to the sequence for the , model year. Leave a
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